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ABSTRACT 

Was the alphabet an invention of elite Northwest Semitic speakers, officials in the Egyptian apparatus "quite capable with the complex 

Egyptian writing system," as recently suggested by Christopher Rollston? Or was the alphabet born at the social and cultural fringe? This 

article reconstructs the possible milieu in which the alphabet was invented: in the mining camps in Sinai, around 1840 B. C.E. by illiterate 

Canaanite miners who came across the alluring pictorial hieroglyphic script. A paleographic study of the hieroglyphic inscription of Khebeded 

"(the) brother of (the) ruler ofRetenu" on Sinai stela 92, sheds new light on the process of the invention, the possible inventors, and the date of 
the invention. 

T he invention of the alphabet stands at the crossroads of 

two great cultures of the Ancient Near East - The 

Egyptian and the Canaanite. 

Whereas Egyptian culture was always centered on the icon 

and its complex semiotic and religious manipulations, some 

segments of Canaanite culture moved, during the last part of the 

second millennium, into a struggle against the "allure of the icon" 

eventually creating a new culture in which ideology and religion 

were manifested mainly in words and texts. 

It may be an accident of history that the inventors of the 

alphabet walked a somewhat similar path: using Egyptian 

hieroglyphic icons in a wholly new way they released the sounds 

of language from the grip of the icons. In the newly invented 

system, the icon is marginalized. It serves only as a starting point 

of the semiotic process of reading, and its iconic referent must be 

abandoned, as a rule, in order to complete the reading process. 1 

After the publication of my article on the alphabet in BAR,2 
Christopher Rollston published a response to my theory. 3 He 

concentrated on the part of my hypothesis that suggests the 

inventors were illiterate miners, who did not belong to the elite 

of Canaanite society. Rollston criticizes some of my main 

assumptions and conclusions: 

" ..... they (the inventors, O.G.) apparently emerged 

fromamong the circle of one Khebeded. He is 

mentioned in several Egyptian Hieroglyphic 

inscriptions at the site and is referred to as the 'Brother 

of the Ruler of Retenu"' (Goldwasser 2010, 45), with 

Retenu being a means of referring to the sou thern 
Levant. She also affirms that "It is clear that this 

'Khebeded, brother of the Ruler of Retenu' is a 

Canaanite" (Goldwasser 2010, 45). She contends that 

"Khebeded was involved with Egyptian expeditions to 

Serabit for more than a decade" and she argues that "he 

is clearly the highest-ranking Canaanite who left a 

Hieroglyphic inscription in the Serabit temple. He was 

probably a leader of the Canaanite workforce." She 

contends that "the quality of the Hieroglyphs in an 

inscription that Khebeded added on a stela ... is very 

poor." She also states that "his inscription on Stela 92 

would have been an embarrassment for an educated 

Egyptian scribe. ... (His) hieroglyphic signs [are of] 

different sizes and crammed next to each other, and 

vacant spaces appear at the end of the line. But the 

Hieroglyphic pictograms in Stela 92 bear a remarkable 

resemblance to the signs in the Proto-Sinaitic 

inscriptions" (Goldwasser 2010, 46). She also states that 

"it may seem strange, but I believe the inventors of the 

alphabet were illiterate-that is, they could not read 

Egyptian with its hundreds of Hieroglpyic signs." She 
then queries: "Why do I think so?" and then answers 

herself: "The letters in the Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions 
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are very crude. They are not the same size. They are not 

written in a single direction.... This suggests that the 

writers had mastered neither Egyptian Hieroglyphic nor 

any other complex, rule-governed script" ( Goldwasscr 

20 l 0, 44). An additional piece of her aq,<ttmcnt is her 

contention that the "Canaanite inventors of the 

alphabet" unwittingly conflated two Egyptian signs for 

snakes into a single alph,tbetic sign for / n/ (Semitic: 

"na.hash," i.e., "snake") and this "confirms their 

ignorance of the meaning of chc E1:,'Ypcian Hieroglyphs." 

At this juncture, a summa11 of Goldwasser's argument is in 

order. She believes that at Serabit there were high officials, 

including scribes. She mentions chat chc names of many 

"interpreters" arc present. She believes that there were 

Canaanites at Serabit el-Khadem. She does not believe that the 

Canaanites were shves. She mentions that some of the high 

officials th,tt left Egyptian inscriptions were Asiatic (i.e., 

Canaanite). She notes chat among the Canaanites was one man 
named Khebeded and she notes that he was the "brother of the 

Ruler of Retenu." She states that the "inventors of the 

alphabet.. .. apparendy emerged from ,tmong the circle of 

Khcbcded." She states that Khcbedcd was involved with E1:,,yptian 

expeditions co Serabit for more chan a decade. She states chat he 

is a high ranking Canaanite and that he left a Hieroglyphic 
inscription in the Serabit temple. She indicates that the quality of 

his Egyptian penmanship is "very poor, an embarrassment for an 
educated Egypti,m scribe." She affirms th,tt the letters in the 

Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions arc very crude. She even contends chat 

between Khcbedcd's inscription on Stela 92 and the signs in che 

Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions there is a "remarkable resemblance." 

But in spite of all of this, Goldwasser concludes that "I believe the 

inventors of the alphabet were illiteate-that is, they could not 

read E1:,'Yptian" (Goldwasscr 2010, 43). Striking. however, is chc 

fact that she has actually made a good case for precisely the 

reverse. Namely, she has made a case for the fact that the 

inventors of the alphabet were Canaanite, chat they were part of 

chc circle associated with a high ranking Canaanite official 

named Khcbedcd, who was che brother of the Ruler of Retcnu. 

Furthermore, she contends that he himself wrote a Hieroglyphic 

inscription and the poor penm,mship of that inscription shows 

striking similarity to the script of the alphabetic inscriptions from 

Serabit. That is, basically she has made a case for contending chat 

the inventor(s) of the alphabet were Canaanite, chat this (or 

these) Canaanites functioned in official circles and that at least 

some of chem were literate in Egyptian ( even if not rnpable of 

writing the script with good penmanship!). Finally, regarding che 

presumed combination of cwo Egyptian signs for two different 

kinds of snalccs into a single alphabetic sign ( chat signified the 

phoneme /n/, from "nahash" "snake"), I would simply state that 

chis could just as readily be understood as a conscious decision 
(after all, through time, humans often combine two similar 

entities, for any number of reasons, especially within the realm of 

langmtge). 

Basically, I h,tve thought for a number of ye,trs now char the 

cumulative weight of the evidence suggests chat: (1) che 

Muttersprache of che inventors of chc alphabet was a Northwest 

Semitic language, (2) and that chc inventors of chc alphabet 

functioned in a reasonably high status role within a component 
(or components) of the Egyptian administrative apparatus, that 

is, officialdom. (3) I believe that it is reasomble and temble to 

argue th,tc they btrned Egyptian writing from Egyptian scribes. 

( 4) I contend that ic would be improbable that illiterate miners 

were capable of, or responsible for, the invention of the alphabet. 

(5) Ultimately, writing in antiquity was an elite venture and 

those that invented the alphabet were Northwest Semitic 

spcalccrs, ar1:,<t1ably chey were officials in che E1:,1yptian apparatus, 

quite capable with the complex Egyptian writing system. This, I 

believe, best accounts for the maximum amount of data." 

Being oriented to a wider audience, my text in BAR w,ts not 

explicit enough on chis point, ,md may have led to 

misunderstandings. I have recently published che latest version of 

my thcory,4 buc I would like co concencratc here on the particular 

issue raised by Rollscon, namely, the relationship between the 

hieroglyphic paleography of Sinai Stela 92 and the Protosinaitic 

alphabet, and its consequences for the history of the alphabet. 

SITTING THI SCINE - CAJ\'AAN!TIS Il\' SERAll!T LL-KHADL\1 

According to the Egyptian sources in Sinai, many Canaanites 

were employed by the Egyptian mining missions during the 

Middle Kingdom. Their social scams, rank and role in che 

expeditions seem to vary widely. First, in the Egyptian 

inscriptions in the temple precinct, we find some high-ranking 

Egyptians of cle,tr Camm1ite origin. Although declaring their 

origin openly, they arc dearly an integral part of the E1:,'Yptian 

administrative system on the mound. They carry Egyptian cicles, 

Egyptian names, and represent themselves in the pictorial as 

Egypti,ms.5 A well-known example is , an expedition 

le,tder in the days of Amenemhet III, who mentions that his 

mother was a - "a Canaanitc."6 

On the other hand, one finds in the temple, still within che 

framework of the Egyptian administration, a different sort of 

Canaanite digniuries. These are C,maanites who proudly 

represent themselves in Egyptian hieroglyphs and in chc pictorial 

as Canaanites. They arc also part of Egyptian inscriptions in che 

temple precinct itself: yet their self-representation is not 

Egyptian. They are shown riding donkeys in Damem itz, a typical 

Canaanite status symbol, which is not shared by the Egyptians,i 

Some of them dearly wear Canaanite attire and hairstylcs.8 In 

Serabit we know of four representations of dignitaries riding 

donkeys. The pictorial lexicon of these representations is scable 

and repetitive, and seems to refer to both ,l C ,maanite pictorial 
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decorum and a social reality. It is a clear identity sign!fier in 

Dorothea Arnold's terminology.9 In all scenes the Canaanite 

dignitary sits on a donkey led by an ,tcolyte. Behind the donkey 

may walk ,mother acolyte. The most famous of all these donkey 

riders -and the individual ahouc whom we possess the most 

information on in Sinai is Khebedcd, "the brother of the ruler of 

(the) Retc.:nu" (Figure 1). He is known from another pictorial 

representation, where he appears as last in line in a group of 

Egyptian officials. 10 

iJ:l,' 

hgure l: Khebded on donkey 
(Sinai I, 112, W. Face, Pl. XXXVII) 

llcsides the very fow Canaanite dignitaries, there must have 

been many more Canaanites on the plateau.11 are 

represented and mentioned in more than a few inscriptions, both 

as petty officials ,md craftsmen , hue surely there were many 

more.12 An obelisk portrnying three Canaanite soldiers is known 

from the temple (Figure 2). Hundreds of donkeys were part of 

eveiy mission, and they had to be led by donkey d rivcrs.13 

Scau ¼ 
163 

Figure 2: An obelisk of Canaanite soldiers 
(Sinai I, 163, Pl. LI) 

We know very little about the miners. Oddly enough, the 

specific titles "miner" or "chief miner" are not identified with 

certaincy in the Egyptian inscriptions in Sinai. 14 

Figure 3: Example of reading directions in Egyptian 

However, the Semitic title nqbn, translated as "chief 

miner,"15 appears as part of a Protosinaitic inscription found in 

the entrance of mine L (Figure 4). The same title nqlm appears 

ag,tin on another inscription, the block stacue found in the 

temple (Figures 5 and 6, sec below). Herc the "chief miner" is also 

specified by his name · , a Semitic n ame in use until the 

present day.16 The Protosinaitic inscriptions around the mines 
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constamly mention the Canaanite goddess Ha,1ht, idemified very 

early hy c;ardiner as the Canaanite counterpart of the Egyptian 

gotltless Harhor. The Canaanite supn:me got! .El, also menrionc<l 

in the Prorosinaitic inscriptions, has no dear cmtnterpan in the 

repertoire of Egyptian god, in Semhit.17 

figure 4: Procosinaicic inscription 349, Mine L, entrance, 
with reading direction (after Hamilton 2006, 339) 

lt seems char from all the abm•e we may condude that :It le:bt 
some of rhc workers in the mines were Canaanites. These 

Canaanites represent rhcmsclves hy their own inscriptions 
written in rhejr own C:uuanite idiom, nor in Egyptian. '!11eir 

inscriptions LlSt' all entirely new st:ript-IIH>Llcl a11<l rlu:y never USC 

Egyptian hieroglyphs in the "Egyptian way." Their religious 

universe i, dearly Canaanite - rhey write and pray directly 

without royal interrnc<liaries to their Canaanite deities - Haal:tt 
and.El.'~ 

Darnell ha, suggested that groLtps of Canaanite "desert 

experts" wen: employed during the Middle Kingdom in the 
service of the Egyptian administrarion.1

') These included soldiers, 

caravan leaders and their familie-, and prohahly qLLarrying 
experts.;;:, 

It i, possible chat some grnLLps were attached only 'ad hoc' co 

ditterem Egyptian projects, if in Egypt or in C111aa11 and Sinai. 

Unlike Canaanites that were attadied to the .Egyptian system on 

a more recurring or permanent hasis, these groups did not really 

mingle with the Egyptians, did not undergo processe, of 
a,sirnilation and aecultLLration, anti surdy tlid not mastcr the 

Egyptian complicated scripts. 

My hypothesis is that the alphabet was invented in Sinai, 

Figure 5: Full view ofProcosinaicic inscriptions on hlock 
.~cacuc (after Hamilton 2006, 335) 
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figure 6: Procosinaick inscription on block scarue with 
read.ing directions 

bc:fon: yc:ar 1., of Amc1wmlwc III. All hicroglyphil: prototypc:s 

for the letters of the alphabet dearly exist in the hieroglyphs of 
the Sinai inscriptions of this pcriod.21 ;\ special link is the k·tm· * h •· . This alphabetic sign is a clear version of the hieroglyph 

1'. whid1 h;i.s an undisputed prcdomin;mcc in the Sinai Egypci,m 

inscriptions in the Middle: Kingdom. It ,1ppcars in m,1ny of 

examples in Sin:1i, and was prohahly a local tide rdaccd co chc 

expeditions. This hieroglyph is rdacivdy rare in Egyptian 

inscriptions in Egypc.22 ~forcovc:r, about 30 Protosinaicic 

inscriptions were found in che area ofScrabic d Khadcm, mainly 
around che mines anti che roa<l, leading co chc mines. All bur 

01w~·. show vc:ry c,1rly palc:ogr.iphical stages of the script, and w~·rc 

probably produced. clurin11; a rachcr short .,pan of time. In Egypt 

only three ,uch inscriptions arc known to dace, and only an 

h,mdful arc known from Canaan, s1:,1tcc:rc:d ,1\cmg the I.ate Hrom:c 
Age, from chc l st1, to che 13,h ccnmry H.C.fo .. 

I differ from all ocher scholars by ~uggcscing that chc 

inventors were illitera1e and did mit know 10 re,u! ,w u•ritt' 

F.gypti.m. It is exactly chi., illiterncy that enahlccl. or evcn pnshccl 

them to formulate new relations of sound and icon, and ro come 

up with a new solution, a solution we call today acrophony.2~ 

12 
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3383 4823 927 4991 

0 10 ems 

Figure 7: Toggle-pins from Tell el Dab'a-Avaris, (after 
Bietak 1968, Figure.9, pl.xxxiiid) 

The reasons for the illiteracy hypothesis: 

1. Protosinaitic inscriptions consistently show the 

wrong direction of writing, according to Egyptian 

rules. No scribe that has any knowledge of Egyptian 

would or could choose this direction.25 In Egyptian, 

signs that have fronts and backs must all face the 

beginning of the inscription (Figure 3). Alphabetic 

inscription 349 is one of the best examples of a 

Protosinaitic inscription (Figure 4). However this 

alphabetic inscription should be read in the "wrong" 

direction, at least from the point of view of Egyptian 

writing. 

2. Letters in one and the same inscription may show 

different stances. 26 

3. In most cases, the writers do not try to follow any 

order in writing. A conspicuous example is the statue 

of the "chief miner" (Figures S and 6). 

Found in the temple itself, this small block statue 

was probably a prestige item of its owner, who had 

received special permission to put his statue in the 

Egyptian sacred precinct.27 This way, he received 

direct access to the blessings of the goddess Hathor

Baalat. However, the inscription is utterly 

disoriented, not following any one reading 

direction, but rather running up and down in 

circles. No Egyptian scribe would ever produce such 

an inscription. 

4. The writers of the Canaanite inscriptions may 

occasionally use two different hieroglyphs as 

prototypes fo r a single letter. Two hieroglyphs with 

different readings in Egyptian are taken for the 

prototype of a single letter, e.g. the snakes "viper" 

~ and "cobra" / as the prototype for a 

single letter ~ '---- n . 28 

Two different hieroglyphs (jj and ~ seem to 

serve as prototype for the Canaanite letter fl Q r -
29 

S. In some cases the Canaanites produce their own 

iconic readings to Egyptian signs, which had nothing 

to do with the Egyptian meaning of the sign. A nice 

example is the letter waw ~ 'P ~ which probably 

depicts a Canaanite Middle Bronze Age toggle-pin 

(Figure 7).30 The inspiration for the form of this 

letter may come not only from the referent of the 

everyday object. It may be that it was also influenced 

by the form of Egyptian inscriptions in Sinai, in 

some of which ( which have rather cursive 

hieroglyphs), we find signs that bear a pictorial 

resemblance to the toggle-pin (e.g. _, 1 ),31 and 

might have reminded the Canaanites of their toggle

pins.32 Nevertheless, behind these two similar signs 

stand in Egyptian two different hieroglyphs, "oar," ! 
(PS),33 and "mace," i (T3). The "oar" (PS) often 

appears in Egyptian inscription horizontally as part 

of the phrase - "true of voice," which 

follows personal names.34 However, the cursive 

versions of these two signs in Sinai are very similar, 

even if their stance may differ. As the Canaanites 

did not read Egyptian, they saw them as a single icon 

that appears horizontally at times and vertically at 

others. This view may explain why the waw is used 

horizontally in not a few cases in the Canaanite 

inscriptions, actually following the Egyptian stance 

of "oar" (PS) and not the mace. The sign "mace," 1 
(T3), which is regarded by Hamilton as the sole 

possible source for the waw sign, is very rarely found 

in horizontal position in Egyptian inscriptions. 

6. At least two letters may have their origin in the "real 

world" and have no model in the Egyptian scripts. 

The most conspicuous example is the letter if!l k 

but also the letter W (bow), whatever its exact 

phonetic value in the early script (see Figure 12). 

7. Any educated group of inventors would aspire to at 

least minimal standardization.35 There is no sign of 

such efforts in Sinai. The most important issue in 

the early stage is the recognition of the pictorial 

meaning of the icon, and the direct realization of its 

correct name. The name of the icon leads the reader 

by the acrophonic process directly to the final sound 

of the sign. A most interesting example for this 

procedure is the letter bet that offers in Sinai a 
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plethora of house forms (Figme 8): The dosed 

square ( the prototypical, minimal concept of a 

house), the square house with an opening on the 

side. the square house with an entrance (imitation of 

Egnitian soul houses models of the period [Figure 

9]?),'" or even houses of multiple rooms."" An 

importanc yet single variation in Sinai is rhe house 

with bent emrance.-'8 This variety appears lacer in 
Wadi el- 61. ' 9 The predominant form in Sinai is 

however the square house, wich or wichouc a sm.Jl 

opening on the side. 

Ir seems that ar chis stage of rhe invcnrion the 

imporranr factor was the smooch move from picture 

- to mellning - to name - to initial sound. Any house 

icon char "did d1e job" was acccprablc. 

The standardization of a single stable iconic 

rq1rescntation of each gra11hcmc would he of great 

importance should a system be invented for large· 

scale administrative uses, when texts had to crave! 

long distances. If my recomtrnccion is correct, and 

the texts in Sinai were invented by for local religious 
use, chis should not h,we been a contern of the non

professional invernors.4° For hundreds of years to 

come, Prorocanaanite texrs were not ro be used for 

administrative purposes by any institution or state. 

L'ncil the beginning of the Iron Age they kept d1eir 

original role - allowing peripheral sectors of society 

to write their names, to write a name of the god, or 

to pn:sent a short prayer. 

8. Boili Sass and Hamilton contend·11 chat in Sinai, 

there might have still been rwo icons "competing" 

for rhc representation of a single sound. '2 lf such is 

indeed the case, it shows again a l.tck of 
standardization.+' 

9. The Protosinaitil script shows no sigm of 
"contamination" from d1e com1Jlex Egyptian 

ideographic system. [r is acrophonically pure to a 

surprising degree. It seems that the inventors and 

writ,rs had access only to the pinorial level of the 

Egyptian hieroglyphic script, while its complex 

semiotic mechanism escaped them.+i J\loreover, 

there is no clear sign of borrowing from the 

F.gy11rian monoconsonantal repertoire of signs.45 

Stda 92 is a typic.J 1faldle Kingdom stela from Sinai. le is 

inscribed on four sides. The La.rt Face (Fi gun: IO) was always the 

most privileged side as it faced ilie samctuaries. i6 In S tela 92 we 

find, as in most cases, a royal inscription on the upper part of ilie 

stda, and the remains of the foll titular of Ptah of Memphis. The 

Bet signs from Sinai 

Sinai 359, 346a 

Sinai 352 

Sinai 357 

0 p Sinai 346b, 349, 362 

8) Sinai 374, 380125 

Pigure 8: Bet signs from Sinai 

Figure 9: Soul-house model, source unknown 

lower part would have contained the private inscription of the 

benetlciary of the srela. A date - year 13 (most probably of 

Amcnemhct III), adorns the upper part_ 

11,c 1\iorth Ldge was inscribed with the titles and name of the 

henct'ieiary. His n,une is now lost. 
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~ - (~ 
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Figure I 0: A full representation of stcla 92 ( Sinai I, Pl. XXXVII) 

The West Face, the less prestigious side, contains today only a 

list of names and titles of some of the mission participants. Such 

lists usually appear below the name and ride of che beneficiary. A 
good possible comparison to chis side in Seda 92 is Sinai Seda 

115, which has a similar text. In Stcla 115, on the upper part 

(which is destroyed in our stela), bdi.we the listing of the "staff' -
- appear the name and titles of the owner of the scela:i7 In 

sceh 92 the sentence "The list of his 

staff chat came with him," the pronoun probably refers back to 

che destroyed upper pare, i.e. to the lose name of the beneficiary. 
The beneficiary may have been the chancellor Inen, who was 

known co be active between years 11-13.48 

The South Edge of Seda 92 opens with the tide and name of 

"(The) brother of (the) ruler of Recenu, 

Khebeded." He is followed by the tides and rntmes of two petty 

officials, and then in what seems co be a list of four names 

without a title. Linc 9 resumes what may be a ciclc that ends on 
line 11 with a name followed by the [MAN] classifier·t9 and the 

phrase - "true of voice." The next line contains again 

what seem to be a two-line ride and a name chat ends with a 

[SOLDIER] classifier on line 13. The rest is lost. 

This Canaanite dignitary and his titles arc known from a few 

other occurrences in Sinai.111 It is difficult to say whether 

Khebeded is mentioned here as a party of the group of che W est 

Face, which is under the direct control of the beneficiary of the 

stela, or whether he appears as a party unto himself 

l'ALAEOCRil.PH!CDtSCUSS!ON 01° S J'EL', 92 

Seda 92 conuins two very different paleographical varieties. 

The first, the superior variety, appears on the East Face and the 

North t:dge of the stela. These sides have suffered severe 

weathering. H owever, the remaining hieroglyphs on these two 
sides are of relatively high quality and show a good standard of 

monumental Egyptian hieroglyphs of the period. They could be 

ranked in the upper 10% quality-scale of hieroglyphs in Sinai. 
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The West Face and the South Edge of the stela are of a 

different standard. The quality of the hieroglyphs falls abruptly, 

and could be ranked somewhere in the lowest 10% on a quality 

scale of Sinai hieroglyphs. 

It is difficult to know why these parts were left to a much less 

professional writer. It is possible the time of Egyptian scribes was 

very precious, and was available only for the leaders. 51 However, 

these two sides show paleographic affinities and were possibly 
produced by the same "school," if not by the same scribe.52 It 

seems that in Sinai there were a few Canaanites who could read 

and write basic Egyptian53 and it is possible that the West Face 

and the North Edge inscriptions were put in the hands of such 

writers. 

The West Face shows also an unusual paleographical feature,54 

an incorrect version of the hieroglyph pr c-:::i "house" (line 8). A 

closed square appears instead of the correct hieroglyph; its 

appearance was already noted with a sic by the publishers (see 

Figure 10). 

The paleographical variety of the South Edge (Figure 11) is 

significantly the worse on the stela, although it shows some 

affinities to the West Face. 

Figure 11: The inscription ofKhebded 
(Sinai I, 92, S. Edge, upper part, Pl. XXVII) 

The hieroglyphs of this part are very clumsy, reminiscent of 

the cursive varie ties of graffiti of the Middle Kingdom and 2nd 

Intermediate Period.55 Sass remarked already in 1988 that these 

hieroglyphs show close affinities to the Protosinaitic alphabetic 

signs.56 Three hieroglyphs stand out in this respect: , , and 

For in the first two lines one could suggest some parallels 

from other stelae in Sinai written in rather clumsy hieroglyphs.57 

However, the repetitive sign differs from other low-quality 

hieroglyphs by the "high waves" effect, which gives the sign a very 

exaggerated look in the context of this specific stela. Such 

proportions are uncommon in Egyptian hieroglyphs, even in 

Sinai. The declining hieroglyphs of the first and second line add 

to this impression.58 

The I sign has a very unusual look, which is a clear 

distortion of the hieroglyphic sign. A similar sign is used in Sinai 

for some examples of other hieroglyphs, such as treasury" or 

- "majesty." The hieratic and cursive versions of I are usually 

opened on the side, different from the version found on our 

stela.59 This sign on the stela strongly reminds the beholder of the 

Canaanite waw (see above). 60 

The word has no classifier, but this may be due to space 

considerations. In the name , the two hieroglyphs are 

An Evolving Alphabet 
Hieroglyphic Proto- Phoenician & Early Greek Latin 

from Sinai Sinai tic Paleer-Hebrew Greek 
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Table illustratin g the alphabet's evolution from Egyptian hiernglyphs. 

Bottom-left: Egyptian depiction of a con temporary Canaanite warrior with his bow. This type of 
bow may hav e served as U1e prototype for U1e letter shin. 11,e warrior sports U1e Canaanite " musl1-
room" hairdo. (0. Goldwasser) 

Figure 12: Alphabet Chart 

clearly close to the hieratic version of this hieroglyph, which 

shows the palm without heel of the hand. This choice puts the 

South Edge clearly in the framework of the "mixed scripts" of the 

Middle Kingdom.61 This paleographic phenomenon, which had 

many variations, flourished in the Middle Kingdom, and shows 

different levels of Mischung. It is typical of the cultural and 

geographical periphery in the Middle Kingdom. In the Sinai 

corpus in general the Mischung level is very refined overall, and is 

represented in a relatively small number of inscriptions, with a 

limited repertoire of signs.62 

However the most important and most conspicuous 

paleographical irregularity in the stela is line 4 of the South Edge. 

Here we encounter (as in one instance on the W est Face, see 

above) an unknown variation of a hieroglyphic sign. The correct 
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Egyptian C""J "house" hieroglyph was exchanged twice in the noun 

phrase "silver house" for the closed square sign (J .63 A 

closed square never functions as a hieroglyph for "house" in 

Egyptian. This pictorial slot is taken by another hieroglyph D , 
which is a depiction of a square stool.64 The hieratic version of 

the "house" C"J sign consistently shows the opposite tendency 

during the Middle Kingdom. The sign is open in its lower part, 

creating an upright three-sided square n. The open variation 

covers almost all known examples. 

In his book on the alphabet, Hamilton put forward the 

suggestion that the Bet sign was adopted from hieratic models. 

His parallels are a few unique occurrences. Two isolated examples 

come from a hieratic letter from the early 12th dynasty from 

Thebes. The other examples are to be found in Papyrus W estcar, 

a manuscript dated to the Hyksos period. The two examples 

from the Hekanakht letters are a rarity. The examples from 

Papyrus W estcar are not a mainstream development, and are 

about 200 years later than our inscriptions in Sinai.65 The 

papyrus may represent a Hyksos hieratic variety, which had its 

roots in Eastern Delta paleographic traditions. 

Sass, who observed the close paleographical affinities between 

the South Edge script in Stela 92 and the Protosinaitic 

inscriptions,66 regarded the stela as a possible source rf borrowing 

for the Canaanite inventors. Following this line of thought 

means that the square house model of the alphabet was taken 

from the Egyptian Stela 92 in Sinai. In 2006, when I published 

my first article on the alphabet, I was still thinking along this line, 

looking for a path from the Egyptian examples of the 

hieroglyph in Sinai 92 to the new alphabetic system.67 

However, such a reconstruction is highly problematic. If 
hieroglyphs are the source for borrowing, why was this isolated, 

abnormal model chosen from all other hundreds of possible 

examples? If the inventors were indeed literate in hieratic, why 

would they look for a very rare, remote variation of the sign? 

Would it not be more natural to choose the mainstream hieratic 
form, which is the prevailing form in hieratic and all "mixed 

scripts," in Sinai as well as in other places?68 

In 2010, I came to the conclusion that the path should be 

reversed. It is the writer of the South Edge of Stela 92 that 

"borrows'from the alphabetic system. 

It is difficult to ascertain if this was done erroneously or with 

a "sportive" intention. The writer inserts into the Egyptian 

writing system the house icon of the alphabetic system which he 

already knows. He simply mixes the two systems. 

This mixture of the Egyptian sign house and the alphabetic 

letter bet is not unique to the writer of the South Edge of Stela 92. 

It is known from a few other examples in Sinai, as well as from 

one occurrence on the West Face ofStela 92 mentioned above.69 

The South Edge was inscribed by somebody who seems to 

have mastered somewhat partially the hieroglyphic script system, 

although he knows tri-consonantal and bi-consonantal signs, as 

well as phonetic complements. Linguistically speaking, this side is 

also very limited, only names and tides. 

Before we continue, it is important to note that one matter is 

certain in any event. According to this reconstruction, the 

alphabet already existed in Year 13 of Amenemhet III. 

PROTOSINAITIC INSCRIPTIONS AT THE MINES 

Twelve(!) Protosinaitic inscriptions have been discovered at 

the entrance and around mine L.70 One additional inscription 

have been found inside the mine. Mine L inscriptions are some of 

the better examples of Protosinaitic script. Inscription 349 

(Figure 4), which was found in the entrance to Mine L, certainly 

stands out as the most Egyptianized Protosinaitic inscription. It 
shows base-lines, while imitating the form of an Egyptian stela. 

The layout gives a relatively organized impression, which is 

missing in most other inscriptions. The letters between the base

lines are similar to each other in size. Inscription 351 strives to 

imitate an Egyptian inscription with a full representation of the 

Egyptian god Ptah. Most of the inscriptions are relatively long, 

comprising a few short sentences. 

Five inscriptions were found around Mine M. One was found 

inside the mine.71 However, Mine L and Mine M are very close to 

each other.72 

All other known inscriptions were found in single examples 

around other mines, on the Serabit plateau, in open areas around 

the temple, or on the roads to Serabit. 

Only four small votive artifacts carrying examples of the 

Protosinaitic script were found in the temple.73 It is possible that 

some high-ranking members of the mining community ( or their 

votive offerings) were allowed access to the temple and its 

sanctuary as a special privilege. The only item that carries an 

inscription with a title among the four finds indeed substantiates 

this assumption (see above). 

KHEBEDED AND THE MINES 

In the days of one expedition leader, a certain Sanofret, 

Khebeded was already at the peak of his career. We learn about 

his status from Stela 112 (Figure 13 ). Stela 112 is the official stela 

of Sanofret in the temple area. Khebeded appears twice on this 

stela. First, he appears as the second official in a long list of 

officials on the South Edge of the stela (Figure 13). Five lines 

below him appears a certain "overseer of the 

expedition Iwky." We shall come back to this individual later. 

From the West Face of this stela comes the famous scene of 

Khebeded riding a donkey (Figures 1 and 13 ). 

The date of this stela is not preserved, but it seems that 

Sanofret was active during the years 9-10 of the reign of 

Amenemhet 111.74 

The same Sanofret left a unique inscription near mine D.75 

He announces the opening of what was probably a new tunnel or 

a new part of the mine called "seeing the 
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Figure 13: A mention ofKhebded 

(Sinai I 112, S. Edge, PL XXXVII) 

beauties of Hathor."76 Only one other person is mentioned on 

chis small rock inscription - che same official mentioned cogecher 

wich Khebeded on Stela 112, (Figure 14). 

Figure 14: A rock inscription of Sanofret, Mines. 

(Sinai! 56, Pl. XVlll) 

This small inscription is an undisputable witness to a direct 

connection and involvement ofKhebeded's boss wich the Mines. 

Sanofret and his officer were surely not che only participants in 
such ceremonies, and the connection between Sanofi-et and the 

mines surely did not begin or end with this opening ceremony. 

The Serabit plateau is a small area, and we can rather safely 
assume ch;tt Khebeded and his entourage were also in close 

connection with the projects and workers, also of Mine L. 
It is probably there chat erudite Canaanites associated with 

Khebeded and his entourage met the "Canaanite Script." It may 

have been regarded by che schooled and high-class Canaanite as a 

curiosity, buc it seems chat they cook the time to learn it. Ic might 

have fit into the Canaanite Zeitgeist of cultural indcpcndence.77 

It entered cheir consciousness co the extent chat when chey wrote 

Egyptian hieroglyphs (e.g., Seda 92), some hieroglyphic signs were 

"contaminated" by signs _from the new Canaan ite ,ystem. 
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THE INVENTORS OF THE ALPHABET - FINAL REMARKS 

I believe that Khebeded and his followers that left their names 

and titles in Egyptian hieroglyphs on Stela 92 were not the 

inventors. If they indeed inscribed the South Edge of Stela 92, 

why would they go to the trouble of inventing a new script? Why 

did they not just use Egyptian monoconsonantal signs, as was 

done so often in this period for spelling foreign names?78 Why 

would this elite Canaanite group concentrate its writing activities 

around and even inside the remote mines? 

NOTES 

I am grateful to Benjamin Sass for reading the manuscript. 
Halely Harel assisted in the preparation of this article. All 
mistakes are of course mine. 
See detailed discussion in Goldwasser 2011. The 
monoconsonantal signs of the Egyptian script bear only a 

superficial resemblance to the alphabetic system. Unlike the 

letters of the alphabet, they originally represented single

consonant words and did not acquire their phonetic value, 

as far as we know, by the use of an acrophonic procedure. (I 
am grateful to Pascal Vernus for this observation). 
Goldwasser 201 0a. 
Rollston 2010. 
Goldwasser 2011, also Goldwasser 2010b. 
For similar Asiatic self-representation in Egypt, see Arnold 
2010, 196-197. 
E.g., Sinai I, 95, Pl.XXX. Does he represent himself on the 
right side of this inscription as a bearded Canaanite? See 
discussion in Schneider 2003, 189. Valbelle and Bonnet 
suggest that he was the son of a Canaanite princess who 
married the king, see V albelle and Bonnet 1996, 26. 
Staubli 1991, 100-107; Stadelmann 2006, 301-304. 
See the description by Cerny of the colorful dress of the 
Canaanites, Cerny 1935, 388. 
See the groundbreaking article, Arnold 2010, 194-196. 

10 Sinai I, 87, PL XXIV. For a discussion ofKhebeded and his 

pictorial representations see Goldwasser, forthcoming. 
11 Were all Canaanites in Serabit of the same origin? Did they 

speak the same Semitic dialect? If not, did they understand 
each other? 

12 Pelsmaekers 1980, Schneider 2003, Hikade 2007. 
13 The animals were used to transfer all goods from the Red 

Sea shore to the Serabit plateau. These were probably used 
on the plateau to provide the daily water supply for the 
hundreds of workers and other staff of the expeditions. 

14 For a discussion of titles and officials in Sinai see Seyfried 
1981, 188-220. For Asiatics in Sinai carrying the title 

"stone worker" or "stone mason" "Steinmetz" see 

Schneider 2003, 233-235 and bibliography there. Do the 
miners hide under this title? 

15 Literally, very specifically "chief'hole maker.'" 
16 See Sass 1988, 14-15; see below p. 6 and note 61. 

It becomes clear that a close scrutiny of the archaeological 

context of the Protosinaitic inscriptions inevitably leads us to the 

conclusion that writing activity involving the early alphabet 

clearly concentrated around mine L. It is there that we find the 

largest and highest-quality concentration of inscriptions by far. 

I would like to suggest in the light of all the above that the 

literate group of Khebeded and his followers learned the 

"Canaanite script" from the miners. It is precisely in Mine L, in 

the Sinai mountains, among illiterate Canaanite workers, that we 

should look for the inventors of the alphabet. 

17 Sinai 378, Hamilton 2006, 383-384. For a possible 
mention of Baal in the inscriptions, see Sinai 367, 
Hamilton 2006, 370-371. In my response to Rainey in the 

BAR, I suggested that it is the identification of the bull with 

El and Baal that gave the Aleph icon the opening position in 

the common alphabet order, see Goldwasser 2010b. 
18 There is a single pictorial intrusion from the Egyptian 

pantheon into the Protocanaanite universe of the mines. It 
does not appear in the script itself, but Sinai inscription 
351, found in the entrance of Mine L, shows a large figure 
of the god Ptah in his shrine. However, in the 

Protosinaitic inscription that appears by the figure no 
mention of Ptah could be identified with any certainty, see 
Sass 1988, 21, 137 and Hamilton 2006, 343-344. 

19 Darnell et al. 2005, 90. 

2° Canaanites might have been involved in quarrying the 
underground galleries in the Pyramid of Sesostris III. A 
series of graffiti portraits, non-Egyptian in style, portraying 
different Canaanites were carved on the walls in the deep 
tunnels. Arnold writes " ... the Dahshur men exhibit no 

sign of having adjusted to Egyptian ways of life. On the 
contrary, the persons who drew the figures put special 
emphasis on foreign features," Arnold 2010, 204-205 with 

a detailed discussion of the graffiti. However, she dates the 
graffiti to the 13th Dynasty, while the tunnel should date to 
the 12th Dynasty, see Arnold (following Dieter Arnold) 
above. 

21 See the detailed table in Goldwasser 2006, 154-156. 
Gardiner 1916 and 1961 and Sass 1988 were staunch 

supporters of this hypothesis. Sass has changed his mind in 
the last decade. For detailed bibliography and discussions 
see Goldwasser 2006, 2011. 

22 " •• .it seems that due to its frequent occurrence in the Sinai 

inscriptions that the sign 't:' has passed into the Protosinaitic 
alphabet" (Sinai II, 67,note 1), see also discussions in 
Simpson 1963, 82-83, Seyfried 1981, 21 and Schneider 
2003, 240. The best parallel for the combination + 

l comes from the Middle Kingdom stela of Ezbet Rushdi, 
see Bietak and Dorner 1998, 18, Fig. 6 [after S. Adam]. 

23 Sinai 375c must have been inscribed in the New Kingdom, 
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see Hamilton 2006, 377. 
14 ()n aero phony as a "shaky hypothesis" even in hieroglyphic 

cryptography, see Darnell 2004, 16-17. 
15 Some rare and sophisticated Ebrypcian "sportive" writings 

may deliberately change rhe writing direction. However, 
this procedure is very restricted in Egyptian and is not at all 

typical of administrative scripts. 
16 E.g .. Sinai 357, 358, sec Harnilton 2006, 354, 357. 

On the socio-cultural milieu of the small block statues, see 

Schulz 2011. 
For some very "vi perish" examples sec, Sinai 363, Hamilton 

2006, 364, and 262-263. 
19 Compare Hamilton 2006, 267. 
w For chis suggestion sec already N avch 1997, 27 • peg" and 

recendy Rainey 2009, 85, = "wawim," and also my 

discussion in Goldwasser 2011, 15-16, and list of parallels in 
Goldwasser 2006, 155-156. ror che use of che toggle-pins in 
Canaanite culcure, sec Ziffcr 1990, 59' -61 •. 

·'
1 For these examples from the Egyptian inscriptions see my 

table in Goldwasser 2006, 154-156. 
:i, For the "Canaanite Reading" of hieroglyphs on scarabs in 

the Middle Bronze Age, see Goldwasser 2006, 121-130. 
·'' This enumeration refers to the sign list in Gardiner 1957, 

438 ff. 
14 E.g., Sinai I, 102, line 3. Pl.XLIV. 
' 5 Compare here the institutional standardi,.ed invention of 

the Ugaritie alphabet, Goldwasser 2011, 292-293. Sass 

writes that "... the cuneiform alphabet appears quite 

suddenly in its folly evolved form .... It seems likely chat the 
Proto-Canaanite alphabet made such a deep impression on 
the cuneiform-trained scribes of Ugarit that they adopted 
it, lock, stock and barrel, with the same letter names and 
order .... Cuneiform shapes were given to the letters in 
conformity with local scribal tradition ... ", Sass 1988, 165. 

·'
6 For this idea see also Hamilton 2006, 40. 

17 Sass 1988, hg.103; Hamilton 2006, 385. 
1~ Sinai I, 353, Hamilton 2006, 347. 

'~ Hamilron 2006, 324 (after Darnell). In my first article on 

the alphabet ( Goldwasser 2006, 146-151 ), I discussed at 
length che palcographic similarities and differences between 

the Sinai inscriptions and rhc \XI adi cl- ol vertical 
inscription. For a derailed discussion of Egyptian 
comparisons to the letter bet, sec c;oldwasser 2006, 143-

147. 
40 ror the religious impctu s for the invention sec Goldwasser 

2006, 115-116; 2010; 2011, 267-268. Sec recently also 
Morenz 201 1. 

41 Sass 1988, 113-114; Hamilton 2006, 61-75. 
42 E.g. che sound rl, see discussion in Gold·wasser 2011, 27-8. 

·11 This lack of any standardization system speaks in my 
opinion strongly against a reconstruction of a «conscious 
decision" taken by the inventors to unite two different 

Egyptian icons into a single one, sec Rollston above. 
44 for a con1parison of the hic:roglyphic and. Protosinaicic 

semiotic mechanisms sec Goldwasscr 2011, 17,23. 

·
15 See on this topic Goldwasser 2011, 268. In Wadi el-Hol in 

Eb'YPt, che circumstances may have been a bit different. The 
inscriptions there arc probably of a slightly lacer dare 

(Darnell et al. 2005). At least one inscription mar show 

"intrusions" from the Egyptian system. The original 

Prorosinairic real-life icon l!!l k was exchanged for a 

hieroglyph that probably had a similar phonological value 

~ 9 (C;ardincr 1957, D28). Another, even more significant 

intrusion of Egyptian is the [MAN] classifier, (Gardiner 
1951, Al; · determinative') "contaminating" the otherwise 

pure a.crophonic system. 1f my reconstruction is correct, the 
writer in Egypt had some basic knowledge of the 
hieroglyphic system. See my detailed paleaographic 
discussion of Wadi d-Hol in Goldwasser 2006, 146-151. 

46 Valbelle er Bonnet 1996, 75-77. 

4X 

Sinai 115, Pl. )ODCDC. 
Sinai I 06, Pl. XXXV ...... 
Sinai 141, Pl. LII, ( 

enumeration of names and pictures. 

Sec Val belle and Bonnet 1996, 25. 

continues with 

49 Only the back hand of the A 1 [MAI\"] classifier can be seen. 

,u See Cerny 1935,385,andabovepage 4 and Fig.l. 
51 For one 103 TV. Face, line 5 Pl. XLIV. 
52 \X' ritten by the same writer bm not at the same time? 
53 For the detection of their possible works in Scrabit and 

their relation to the Canaanite cultural environment, 

which developed an independent secondary use of 
hieroglyphs during chis period, sec Goldwasser 2006, I 49-

150. 
'" Morenz 2011, 237, claims chat the use of (life, 

5\ 

56 

s, 

(-0 

prosperity, health) is reserved for rhc king alone, and thus it 
is abnormally used in Stela 92. Yet, already in the beginning 

of che Middle Kingdom, in Nubia, one finds in Ebrypcian 
graffiti the use of this formula with personal (non-royal) 

names, see Z.iba 1974, 89-90, with discussion and more 
1·eferences. 

E.g., Baines 1983, 24, rig.I; and Zaba 1974 and Hintze and 
Reineke 1989, Ins. 84a-b,86. 

In general, this suggestion was already put forward very 
early by Gardiner 19 16 and Ullman 1927. Sass 1988, 143 
writes char "Hebeded and the ocher Semites in Sinai during 

the i\iiddle Ki ngdom had at their disposal a selection of 
hieroglyphic inscriptions ... which included prototypes of 
almost all rhc Proco-Sinairic letters .... Ullman ... suggested 
that the signs of one Egyptian inscription, Sinai 53 . . . 
could by themselves have sufficed for the origin of most of 
che Proto-Sinaitic letters. To chis 1 would add at least Sinai 

92 ... in which Hcbcded is mentioned, the god Ptah is 
depicted standing in a shrine, and the shape of the letters is 

reminiscent of the Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions." 

Sinai 1, 141 Face B., Pl.LIi. 

For declining hieroglyphs see the 'Ezbet Rushdi stela, 
Bietak and Dorner 1998, 18. 

Moller 1909 Vol I, no. 453. 
Sass already remarked on rhe similarity between rhc Proro

sinaitic w,lw and this sign on Stda 92. He sees the sign on 

Stcla 92 as a possible source from which the Canaanites 

borrowed the waw sign, sec Sass 1988, 115. 
61 Moller 1909 Vol I , no.115. The «mixed scripts" have been 

discussed by Darnell in Darnell el ill. 2005. An excellent 
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example for chis phenomenon is a rock inscription from 
Nubia, No. 64 in the list ofZaba dated co the beginning of 
the 12th Dynasty. Jr contains an elegant mixture of 
hieroglyphs and hieratic signs. This N 11 bian inscription also 
shows the personal name of the beneficiary with an 

wish after the [MAN] classifier (see above note 47). 

Zaba discusses in his book in detail the problematic borders 
between "hieroglyphs" and "hieratic" in rock inscriptions, 

see Zaba 1974, 91-92 with Figs. 128-129 and pages 259-

264 for the discussion. 
1
'
2 E.g .. Sinai L 168, PL L V, it is n1orc conspicuous in the \X'adi 

Magharah inscriptions, e.g., Sinai I, Pl. XIII. 
61 This phenomenon was already remarked by Sass, see Sass 

1988, 111 and note 44 above. The first square stands for 
the logogram "house" and second for the classifier 
[ H:\HlT :\ T], for this classifier see Goldwasser 2005. 

64 This unilateral of the E!:,,ypcian system is based on a 

monoconsonamal word that still exists in Coptic: poi, 
"bench'' (Gardiner 1957, 500, Q3). 

65 Moller 1909 Vol I, p.17-18; Hamilton 2006, 39-41. 
i>6 Sec above, note 49. 
67 Goldwasser 2006, 143-146. 

For a derailed discussion on "house hieroglyphs'' in 
E!:,')'ptian hieroglyphic and cursive scripts in the Middle 
Kingdom, sec Goldwasscr 2006, 143-150, 154. The Sinai 
hieroglyphic variety shows not a few examples of the 

hieratic n versions. Ir can be found in inscriptions char 
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